
PIXEL VAMPIRE CLUB LITEPAPER

Introduction

PVC is a 6666 PFP (profile picture) collectible project that brings our beloved pop 
culture vampires from fantasy worlds, victorian times, all the way to cyberpunk dys-
topian futures directly into the Cardano blockchain in the form of retro and pixel art 
non-fungible tokens.

Because we believe community comes first, our goal is to build a friendly space were 
holders can receive all kinds of benefits, from exclusive airdrops to trade royalties. 
We aim to expand the universe and bring new characters to life (vampire enemies maybe?) 
and have lots of surprises prepared. 
The vamp family always comes first and we feel that listening to our community is the 
true way to grow.

About the team: 2Moon Labs

2Moon Labs is a new indie studio directed by CNFT community member Nanhair. The studio 
is dedicated to producing special and unique collectibles with utility on the Cardano 
blockchain. We strongly believe that Cardano will become the most used blockchain in 
the next coming years if it isn’t already. We aim to produce high quality and original 
products never seen before. We believe that what distinguishes the Cardano blockchain 
from others is the friendly and caring community and we want to build a future here. 
Our first project is Pixel Vampire Club and the second one is on the works.

PVC Traits

There will be a total of three races, each race will have both sexes. 

The rest of the attributes are:
Head, Eyes, Eyes Accessories, Ear, Nose, Mouth, Neck, Chest and Background.

That makes a total of 11 attributes with a wide variety that will affect the rarity of 
the pixel vampires. We want our collection to be rich in diversity.

The top 6 vampires will be unique and different to the rest of the collection, full of 
references to popular iconic vampires and easter eggs. Some of them might be revealed 
before launch.

Synopsis: Origins of PVC       

In the catacombs of Drégely Castle, Hungary, a rotting hand sprouts from the ground. As 
in a macabre birth, the body of Vilheim Sándor makes its way through rocks, larvae and 
worms until it is freed from centuries of confinement.
Count Farkas’s elderly butler is not only the last vampire on Earth, but also the only 
one who used to draw blood from his victims using a stinger on the tip of his tongue 
instead of using fangs.
A quick flight around the surroundings and neighboring countries allows him to discover, 



 to his astonishment, that humans dominate the planet. Gone are the times when peers 
numbered in the hundreds of thousands and occupied the main places of power, especially 
in Europe. 

A piercing scream, coming from the depths of his soulless entrails, cuts through the 
darkness. And in a compulsive and desperate act, he casts the Vorjallezung, the forbid-
den void spell, the key to portals and the greatest call to the vampire repopulation of 
the Earth. 

A dark lightning bolt, black as the night, shoots from his hands, spawns a storm and 
rends the heavens. But the huge crack, that was the result of trouble, hatred and lo-
neliness, scatters the undead without direction or meaning.
Vampires of all ages and races end their journey at different times and places. Those 
of “human” appearance, the demonic, the angelic, now float in a limbo, lost in dimen-
sions unknown to them. 

Vilheim Sándor curses himself for his mistake, understandable in an inexperienced ado-
lescent vampire, unforgivable in him, the oldest creature of his lineage. He also cur-
ses that suicide is not an option among his kind. And for the first time in the centu-
ries of his eternal life, he cries. 

Will you be able to help him reconnect with his peers, make them return to the right 
path and regain control of the Earth, which they should never have lost?
It is a challenge full of obstacles and dangers, but also of learning and discoveries.
We’ll wait for you here.

About the pixel vampire races.

In the world of Pixel Vampire there’s three prominent vampire races. Each one has their 
own culture, history and abilities.

Earth Vampires
Vampires from planet Earth have been around since the dawn of humankind, at the begin-
ning of times they even share cities with humans. They are the sons of Cain and Lilith. 
They made their way to the top of the chain and ruled from the darkness for centuries 
through different kingdoms. It was when the crusades begun and the hunters learned 
their ways, that a lot of them began to escape. During those days at least half of the 
vampire population migrated to secluded lands on the outskirts of towns, the ones who 
stayed in the cities mingled with human society.

Demonic Vampires
They are descendants of the creators of matter. Long time ago before humanity existed 
they ruled over the world. During a cataclysm event they decided to go underground. 
Demonic Vampires are not the most social of kindred, they tend to avoid their own com-
munities. It is said that their ancestors gave birth together with the Elven vampires 
to Cain and Lilith.

Elven Vampires
This celestial beings belong to the highest hierarchy of all vampires. They are the 
teachers of void and ethereal magic. Masters of clairvoyance and casters of powerful 
spells. Some of them were protectors of humankind and have live with them together for 
centuries. They are the only ones who know the secret of the Golconda, a practice that 
lets them control the hunger.



Phase 1

[Q1-2022]

Pre-Launch:
-Community discord server opening the last week of January.
-Weekly sneak-peeks revealing our characters.
-Early active members of the community will be granted the OG status automatically 
entering the whitelist and giving them the opportunity to mint their PVC ahead of the 
public sale and receive special OG airdrops. 
-PVC policy ID will be ready on February: 5f182baf273b4b0a968dc2409d2b8cf9c238a6a627cd-
bb43ca3b70ad
-Discord leveling system.
- Website launch.

Launch:
-The preliminary launch date for our Public Sale will be the 26th of March, 2022. Ever-
yone will be able to mint PVC. Max per transaction two.
-Listing on cnft.io, jpg.store, genesishouse.io, cardahub.io, nftjam.io and tokhun.io

Post Launch:
-Rarity rank listing on cnftjungle.io and cnft.tools

[Q2 – 2022] 

-Airdrop 1: Six lucky holders will have a guaranteed NFT airdrop from our limited edi-
tion animated mini series.
-Airdrop 2: Six lucky holders will receive 66 ADA.
-Airdrop 3: Six lucky holders will have a guaranteed NFT airdrop from our second limi-
ted edition animated mini series.

[Q3-2022] 
 
-Airdrop 4: Six lucky holders will have a guaranteed NFT airdrop from our third limited 
edition animated mini series.
-Airdrop 5: Six lucky holders will receive 66 ADA.
-Airdrop 6: OG holders will have a guaranteed NFT airdrop of a 3D voxelart limited edi-
tion PFP.
- Opening of PVC tower on Pavia and Cornucopias.
- Mysterious Event! Come back later when all kindred are united... 

[Q4-2022] 

-Airdrop 7: One lucky holder will receive a 666 $ADA airdrop on Halloween night.
-Airdrop 8: Six lucky holders will have a guaranteed NFT airdrop from our fourth limi-
ted edition animated mini series.
-Creation of 6 special PVC avatars for the metaverse. Exclusive for holders.



Phase 2 (After 100% Sold-Out)

-Holders of the top 666 pixel vampires will begin receive 50% of the trade royalties 
twice a year. Two snapshots will be taken in the months of June and December before 
airdrop.
All of the top 666 rarity rank pixel vampires will generate the same amount of income.

VITAE BAGS AND VITAE VIALS

There will be a total of 666 special fungible tokens
called Vitae Bags & Vitae Vials. Half of this unique
tokens will be airdropped to holders and the other 
half will be minted.

To be more precise there will be:

333 Vitae Bags
267 Unusual Vitae Bags
60 Vitae Vials
6 Unusual Vitae Vials

Vitae Vials will be consumed by the pixel vampires to create a new NFT from the collec-
tion Voxel Vampires. There will be a total of 666 Voxel Vampires. More information will 
be revealed after launch, so stay tuned to the discord.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
What follows are some early ideas about the possibility of creating our token, this 
ideas will be shaped together with the community and OGs. If we sell out we have plans 
to create a visual novel, turned-based game or platform game: “Vampires Vs Hunters”. 
This game will have an in-game currency that could be used to purchase some special 
NFTs and in-game cosmetics.

-Creation of the Cardano native token: $VITAE. A total of 20.000.000 will be minted.

Token distribution:

Not official art of the vial.



$VITAE utility will be flexible,some the use cases will be:

-Governance over the Vampire DAO, a DAO that will help shape the future of Pixel Vampi-
re Club and $VITAE.

-Users will be able to purchase exclusive NFTs from the Pixel Vampire universe with it. 

-Used to bid on community auctions.

-Users will be able to purchase mysterious some fungible tokens with it. 

-If we decide to create a Play&Earn videogame (we want to do it, but can’t promise 
yet). Users will be able to purchase in-game items with it.

-It can be staked to earn passive income. BLOOD Staking Pool sounds good? 

-It can be used to level up on discord. 
 
-More ideas will be provided by the community. 
 
Please consider that this native token ideas are on early stage and we will be deveol-
ping more as we approach the Sold Out state.

*
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